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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
“YOU DON’T NEED TO BE INJURED IN WAR TO FEEL ITS EFFECTS...”
Veteran Ray Gauvin Reveals the Realities of Life on the Ground in Saigon

[Presque Isle, MAINE – 22 May 2022] Silent about the classified mission of WDMET, even to his family,
Vietnam veteran Ray Gauvin wrestled on his own with the effects of Agent Orange and Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder. His story takes us from the French Ghetto of Presque Isle, Maine, and the descendants of
the Acadians, to military bases all over the country, and to Vietnam and back. Gauvin takes an unflinching
look at life on the ground in Saigon and the horrors of the unusual and classified military posting of the
Wound Data and Munitions Effectiveness Team (WDMET) in his new memoir, A Soldier’s Heart.
A Soldier’s Heart is unique in many ways: it provides a personal biography of the author; it deals with
the work of a military organization called WDMET, and it deals with war zone post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). Of the millions of United States service personnel, very few have written biographical
accounts of their pre-military life, wartime activity and post-war experience. Ray’s assignment in
Vietnam is hard to comprehend and the long-lasting emotional damage that it caused him is clear and
pulls at the heartstrings, but his work there, whilst almost unbearable for him, has since helped save lives
in both military and civilian environments.
“Gauvin’s struggle is lucidly conveyed—he paints a painfully vivid picture of both the horrors of war
and the grim consequences. And while the core of his book is a familiar one—there is no shortage of
literature on either the Vietnam conflict or its aftermath—his discussion of his work for the WDMET
distinguishes his contribution to the genre. For those in search of a different perspective on the
ghastliness of that complex war, this memoir is an instructive and affecting remembrance.
A powerful war account, eye-opening and moving.” 					

- Kirkus Reviews

A Soldier’s Heart by Raynold A. Gauvin, produced by FriesenPress, is available for order from most major
online book retailers including the FriesenPress Bookstore and Amazon. The eBook is available for
Kindle, Apple Books, Kobo, Nook, and GooglePlay.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ray Gauvin is a Vietnam Veteran and
prominent business and community leader in
the State of Maine. He has a Bachelor’s degree
in Accounting and Business Management. Born
to a blended Canadian and American family
of Acadian descent, Ray grew up navigating
between speaking French at home and English
at school. He learned later in life that he had
also been battling with dyslexia. Having lost
his father at a young age, Gauvin discovered
early that he had a talent for entrepreneurship.
In 1984, he started the Center for Financial
Planning and popularized the concept of
financial planning in northern Maine. At one
time, Gauvin owned franchises of Advantage
Payroll Services in four New England states.
He and his wife Sandy created the Gauvin
Lighthouse Fund and the Gauvin Family
Scholarship. Currently, they are co-founders
of Aroostook Aspirations Initiative, a nonprofit
that helps first-generation students complete a
college education and move into a successful
career. They live in northern Maine with their
two dogs, Bo and Tucker. Ray loves spending
time outdoors in the Maine woods walking his
dogs. He enjoys boiling maple syrup, building
storage buildings and working in his workshop,
and spending time with his wife, his two
children and his grandson.
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A PERSONAL NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR
Recently, I have been asked the questions like, “Why is this book worth reading?” “What is its relevance?” “ How is it different from other books?”
I reply this way, using the words of those in the know - my reviewers:
Ray wrote the book to educate readers about the little-known unit known as WDMET (Wounds Data
Munitions Effectiveness Team). His readers, who represent family, friends, current military men and
women, Vietnam era veterans, their wives, families, and children, and military historians, will learn
more about the effects of the war on all who may have been engaged in a war theater, as well as the
ramifications of PTSD on these veterans and all who are connected to that soldier.
While the core of his book is a familiar one—there is no shortage of literature on either the Vietnam
conflict or its aftermath—Ray’s discussion of his work for WDMET distinguishes his contribution to
the genre. For those in search of a different perspective on the ghastliness of that complex war, this
memoir is an instructive and affecting remembrance.
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ABOUT THE BOOK
A Soldier’s Heart:
The 3 Wars of
Vietnam

A Soldier’s Heart is a moving and expansive
memoir by Vietnam Veteran Ray Gauvin.
The story takes us from the French Ghetto
of Presque Isle, Maine, and the descendants
of the Acadians, to military bases all over the
country, and to Vietnam and back. Gauvin
takes an unflinching look at life on the ground
in Saigon and the horrors of the unusual
and classified military posting of WDMET.
The ingenuity and work ethic he built to help
support his family as a kid got him through
both the loss of his father and the war. But
afterwards, pushing himself to the edge
with striving and responsibility became a
compulsion that staved off the nightmare.

by
Raynold A. Gauvin

Silent about the classified mission of
WDMET, even to his family, Gauvin wrestled
on his own with the effects of Agent Orange
and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. He
became an entrepreneur, a businessman,
and a philanthropist, but PTSD kept him
embroiled in an internal battle between his
obsession to work, his drive for success, a
search for peace of mind, and thoughts of
suicide. But after fifty years of running from
the past, he turned about-face, and began the
journey of remembering and healing.

This book is a must read for anyone seeking
an inside look at one man’s road to Vietnam,
and WDMET. It also gives incredible insight
into the history of francophone communities
in northern Maine.
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REVIEWS
“In a generation of men and women that answered the call to serve our country by serving in Vietnam,
A Soldier’s Heart: The Three Wars of Vietnam captures the compelling story of one man’s life, interrupted and
radically changed by the war. It is an honest, heartwarming, haunting, gut-wrenching and redemptive
saga that covers the tapestry of Ray Gauvin’s life from childhood and rich heritage to coping with
growing up and adjusting to life’s complexities. In stark contrast to this is his military service, the horrors
of war and the life-long struggles in trying to live and understand what he experienced. The things that
shape our lives either help us or hurt us. How we deal with them reflects an outcome of turmoil or peace.
No one who has experienced war remains unaffected, but this book helps us understand there is hope
and healing, and life goes on. A must read for anyone who served in war.”
- Bill Honaker, Author, The Dead Were Mine
“A Soldier’s Heart is a fine story, and well-told. It serves an important role in shedding light on the men who
worked in mortuaries and their own form of PTSD that many faced after coming home from Vietnam. It
is an honest story showing a veteran facing many life challenges after the war and ultimately defeating them
and coming out at the other end as a generous, respected citizen known for an over-all life well lived.”
- Bill McCloud, VVA Magazine
“A Soldier’s Heart is a firsthand account of the lifelong struggle to heal the less understood wounds of
war. From a strong rural upbringing through the transition of boy to man we gain detailed insight into
the preparation of Soldiers and the sacrifice that comes with service to country. Ray Gauvin recounts
a truly traumatic experience in Vietnam and the struggles of living with the resulting wounds. His
resilience, loving family, and willingness to seek help most certainly saved his life.”
- LTC (RET) Greg LaFrancois, Medical Service Corps, US Army;
CEO Northern Lights AR Gould Hospital
“A must read for those who lived through the Vietnam War and after. The life changing experiences of a
growing boy to a soldier, husband, father and successful businessman are well documented in this heart
felt and personal memoir of a soldier’s soldier. As readers, we can only appreciate and sympathize with
their struggles through life after their experience of war. Ray was one of the lucky ones who relied on his
instincts, and a very understanding and loving wife to get him through the nightmares that followed him
through his life. To quote Clausewitz in his military analysis entitled On War, ‘we are destined to relive
the horrors of war if we don’t take the time remember our history’. What we do have is the history, what
we are lacking is the commitment to do something about it for the hearts of our soldiers.”
- COL Don Tardie (RET), FA ARNG
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AUTHOR Q&A
1. What inspired you to write this book?
Answer: I wanted to educate my readers about WDMET (Wound Data and Munitions Effectiveness
Team), a classified mission I participated in while serving in Vietnam, the work we did, and the ramifications
of that mission. I also wanted to talk about my family heritage and show the transition from a child growing
up in Aroostook County, to an army soldier in Vietnam, to the person I became because of that experience.
I also wanted my family to know what I did while in the service. On a large scale, I wanted to illustrate
the ramifications of PTSD on those veterans and all who are connected to those soldiers of war. Finally, I
wanted to use the writing of this book as a tool for my healing and a step to regaining my peace of mind.
2. Can you tell me about the book?
Answer: A Soldier’s Heart is a vivid account of one man’s life, interrupted and radically changed by the
Vietnam War. An honest, heartwarming, haunting, gut-wrenching memoir of a soldier’s soldier, it is an
amazingly compelling and authentic story discussing in some detail a military unit whose existence and
mission have remained completely unknown to the general public and to most of the military for the past
50 years. This book paints a painfully vivid picture of both the horrors of war and its grim consequences.
3. What did you learn when writing the book?
Answer: As a result of the studies completed by the Wound Date and Munitions Effectiveness Team
(WDMET), safety equipment was created for combat soldiers that protected them better – things such as
Kevlar vests, more protective helmets, and better emergency procedures for army medics and first responders.
My memories about my experiences in Vietnam were validated by a visit to my commander in 2019. When
I visited him, we talked a lot about what happened over there and it brought me a piece of mind that I had
not experienced in years. I had thought that I was imagining all these events, but, in fact, they were very real.
4. What surprised you the most?
Answer: While researching WDMET and the men who served in that unit, I found that only two of
us are alive out of the 9 men at the mortuary – Dr. Lane and myself. I also received verification that the
memories of my experiences in Vietnam were real. I was overwhelmed by the reviews that I received
from the people who reviewed the book for me, especially the National Review Service.
5. What does the title mean?
Answer: The military uses certain words to describe the aftermath of wars and what often befalls the
soldiers who fight them. In the Civil War, soldiers coming home and suffering from depression were
said to have a “soldier’s heart.” In World War I, it was “shell shock”. In World War II and Korea, it
was “combat fatigue”. It took Vietnam and its aftermath for the term and our understanding of the
condition to slowly turn into what it still is, “post-traumatic stress disorder”. Only “soldier’s heart” still
reminds us of the human being who fought for his or her country. From there on, the words become
clinical and detached. As with many of my fellow Vietnam veterans, I fought more than one War; there
was my assignment in Saigon, there was the aftermath of Agent Orange, and then the ensuing PTSD.
Thus, the title of this book is A Soldier’s Heart: The 3 Wars of Vietnam.
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